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STSG 
We have enclosed corrected pages 88 and 93 for both DPR-19 and 

DPR-25, and corrected pages 3.6/4.6-2 and 3.6/4.6-9 for both DPR-29 
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October 2, 1979 which brought to our attention that substitute pages 

enclosed with amendments issued August 13, 1979 for the named license 

did not incorporate the currently approved specified pages.
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Division of Operating Reactors
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DPR-19

3.6 LIMITING CONDI'tION FOIl OPeIIArION

B. Pressurization Temperature 

1. The reactor vessel shall be vented 
and power operation shall not be 
conducted unless the reactor vessel 
temperature is equal to or greater 
than that shown in Curve C of 
Figure 3.6.1. Operation for hydro
static or leakage tests, during 
heatup or cooldown, and with the 
core critical shall be conducted 
only when vessel temperature is equal 
to or above that shown in the appro
priate curve of Fig. 3.6.1. Figure 
3.6.1 is effective through 6 effective 
full power years. At least six months 
prior to 6 effective full power years 
new curves will be submitted.  

2. The reactor vessel head bolting studs 
shall not be under tension unless the 
temperature of the vessel shell 
inuedlately below the vessel flange 
is >100'F.  

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. The reactor coolant system radioactivity 
concentration in water shall not exceed 
20 microcuries of total iodine per ml 
of water

I.
4.0 SUIRV.IILLANCE REQIIEILMIENT

DI. Prcaajurization Temperature 

1. Ieactor Vessel uihcll IClemraltre awl 
reacltr coolhas prl' st ialra• hliall be per
matiemnfly recordeti at 15 mitute lhttervahs 
wvhenevwr lime s.hll lellt pralure is below 
220'F and the reactlor ve.'t1l is wmu va.haett.  

2. Whsen like renltnr ve ieil heiale Io1ingl Amwls 

aLre ligile e.I tir Ioo.-enee like i;LhIrI a-

sel shell Iikimcl ralurelis i. t i vii alme le y hielhwv 
tlie icaiehl flange Ista'l b, llancat ly 
recorded.  

3. Neut ronm ila.x niollelors an•il .•n:iple• .slill' 
bie installed in time rm'.acir VOe.%Ll a•clc;meml| 
to tlie vwvse l wal a 1 tim1 core nihllpalke 
level. 'Thm Icililor aLnd ,ammipl pr-;rnaraia 
where possible conform to ASTR4 
E 185. The monitors and samples 
will be removed and tested as out
lined in Table 4.6.2 to experi
mentally verify the calculated 
values of integrated neutron flux 
that are used to determine NDTT 
for Figure 4.6.1.  

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. a. A sample of reactor coolant 
shall'be taken at least every 
96 hours and. analyzed for 
radio-activity.  

b. Isotopic analysis of a sample of 
reactor coolant shall be made 
at least onceper month.
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DPR-19

b) the relationship between RTNDT and 
and integrated neutron flux (fluence.  
at energies> 1: Hev) , and 

c) the f luence at the location of a 
postulated flow.  

The initial RT'JfDT of the main closure flange.  
the shell and head materials connecting to 
these flanges, and connecting welds is lOF.  
However, the vertical electroslag welds which 
terminate inunediately below the vessel flange 
have an RT"DT of 40)F. Reference Appendix F 
to the FSA[t. The closure flanges and con
nectin'j shell materials are not subject to 
any appreciable neutron radiation exposure, 
nor are the vertical electroslag seams. The 
flange area is moderately stressed by 
tensioning the head bolts. Therefore, as 
is indicated in curves (a) and (b) of Figure 
3.6.1. the minimum temperature of the vessel 
shell inmediately below the vessel flange 
is established as lO0OF below a pressure of 
400 psig. (40oF + 60OF, where 40OF is the 
1TiiDTr of the electroslag weld and 60OF is a 
conservatism required by the ASHE Code).  
Above approximately 400 psig pressure, the 
stresses associated with pressurization are 
more limiting than. the bolting stresses, a 
fact that is reflected in the non-linear 
portion of curves (a) and (b). Curve .(c).  
which defines the temperature limitations 
for critical core operation, was established 
per Section IV 2.c. of Appendix G of lOCFR5O.  
Each of the curves,- (a), (b) and (c) define 
temperature limitations for unirradicated

ferrectic steels.. Provision has 
been made for thewuodiflcation of 
these curves to account for the 
change in RTNDT as a result of 
neutron embrittlement.  

The withdrawal schedule in Table 4.6.2 i's based 
on the three capsule surveillance program as 
defined in Section ll.C.3.a of 10 CFP? 50 Apps IJi.: 
Ii. The accelerated capsule (Near Core Top' G _e) 
are not required by Appendix 11 but will ba 
tested to provide additional information on the 
vessel material.  
This surveillance nrogrya conforms to ALST:* E 185
73 "Recommended Practice for Surveillance !ests 
for Nuclear Reactor Vezsels" w:ith one e%-ception.  
'Le base metal specimens of the vessel ,ere made 

with their longitudinal axes parallel to the 
principle rolling direction of the vessel plate.  

93
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DPR-25

3.6 LMITING CONDItION FOR OPEIRArliOH

8. Pressurization Temperature 

1. The reactor'vessel shall be vented 
and power operation shall not be 
conducted unless the reactor vessel 
temperature is equal to or greater 
than that shown in Curve C of 
Figure 3.6.1. Operation for hydro
static or leakage tests, during 
heatup or cooldown, and with the 
core critical shall be conducted 
only when vessel temperature is equal 

,to or above that shown in the appro
priate curve of Fig. 3.6.1. Figure 
3.6.1 is effective through 6 effective 
full power years. At least six months 
prior to 6 effective full power years 
new curves will be submitted.  

2. The reactor vessel head bolting studs 
shall not be under tension unless the 
temperature of the vessel shell 
inmiediately below the vessel flange 
is >100°F.  

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. The reactor coolant system radioactivity 
concentration in water shall not exceed 
20 microcuries of total iodine per ml 
of water 

Amendment No. 39

U

I
.4.6 SUitVEILLANCE luQUMllhEMKNT

B, Presanrization Temlperature 

1. leactor Vessel shell lemperaltre nand 
reactor coolatit isre":uire shall be per
nnentlv recordeda at 15 nslnute Inltervala 
vlienever Ilie .- eill tckliperlalure Is below 

22U0"1 and lite re~actor vesiel Is not Vt.114111

2. When like r'ealnr veessl lelad bolling .shids 
are li •htenele I (hr Ior l csned fIhl reaclor %'ira

cIl :010l tetipraLture ImmUlfihately hel1hw 
lite Ihead (1ia111 Shall be pe gn:isanel l)y 
recorded.  

3. tN~clron Ihix nionflors antl aa tphles alh:tll 
be installed in lite reaictowr vc'-.el allj;sactl 
to the vesiel wall at the core nidlpt;inet 

l:vel. The monitor and oample prora. mi' 
whiere possible conform to ASTi.R 
E 185. The monitors and samples 
will be removed and tested as out
lined in Table 4.6.2 to e;cperi
mentally verify the calculated 
values of integrated neutron flux 
that are used to determine UDTT 
for Figure 4.6.1.  

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. a. A sample of reactor coolant 
shall'be taken at least every 
96 hours and analyzed for 
radio-activity.  

b. Isotopic analysis of a sample of 
reactor coolant shall be made 
at least once per month.
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b) the relationship between RTUv and 
and integrated neutron flux (fluence.  
at energies'.* : 1ev) . and 

c) the fluence at the location of a 
postulated flow.  

The initial RTIjI)T of the main closure flange.  
the shell and head materials connecting to 
these flanges, and connecting welds is 100F.  
However, the vertical electroslag welds which 
terminate inmnediately below the vessel flange 
have an RTtlDT of 401.'. Reference Appendix F 
to the FSAR. The closure flanges and con
necting shell materials are not subject .to 
any appreciable neutron radiation exposure, 
nor are the vertical electroslag scams. The 
flange area is moderately stressed by 
tensioning the head bolts. Therefore, as 
is indicated in curves (a) and (b) of Figure 
3.6.1. the minimum temperature of the vessel 
shell imrnediately below the vessel flange 
is establihed as lO0OF below a pressure of 
400 psig. (400 F + 60O0F, where 40°F is the 

RTNDT of the electroslag weld and 60oF is a 
conservatism required by the ASME Code).  
Above approximately 400 psig pressure, the 
stresses associated with pressurization are 

more limiting than. the bolting stresses, a 
fact that is reflected in the non-linear 
portion of curves (a) and (b). Curve (c), 
which defines the temperature limitations 
for critical core operation, was established 
per Section IV 2.c. of Appendix G of 1OCFR5O0 
Each of the curves, (a), (b) and (c) define 
temperature limitations for unirradicated

forrectic Oteel..- Provision has 
been made for the modification of 
these curves to account for tho 
change in RTHDT as a result of 
neutron embrittlement.  

The withdrawal schedule in Table 4.6.2 is based 
on the three capsule surveillance program as 
defined in Section ll.C.3.a of 10 CeR 50 Appendix 
H. The accelerated caposule (Year Core Top Gu• ") 
are not required by Appendix I' but will be.  
tested to provide additional information on the 
vessel material.  

This surveillance proaram conforms to AST:i E 105
73 'Recormaended Practice for Surveillance Tests 
for Nuclear Reactor Vessels" with one ex:ception.  
The base metal speci.ens of the vessel were made 
with their longitudinal axes parallel to the 
principle rolling direction of the vessel plate.

nendment No. 39
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QUAD-CITIES 
DPR-29

that shown in Figure 3.6-1. Operation 
for hydrostatic or leakage tests, during 
heatup or cooldown, and with the 
core critical shall be conducted only 
when vessel ýemperature is equal to or 
above that shown in the appropriate 
curve of Figure 3.6.1. Figure 3.6.1 
is effective through 6 EFPY. At least 
six months prior to 6 EFPY new curves 
will be submitted.  

2. The reactor vessel heat bolting studs 
shall not be under tension unless the 
temperature of the vessel shell imme
diately below the vessel flange is 
2 1000 F.

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. The steady-state radioiodine concen
tration in the reactor coolant shall not 
exceed 5 .Ci of 1-131 dose equivalent 
per gram of water.

below 220'F and the reactor vessel is 
not vented.  

2. Neutron flux monitors and 
samples shall be Snstalled 
in the reactor vcss'l adjacent 
to the veszel wall at the core 
midplane lcvel. The monitor 
ane sample program shall con
form to ASTM E 185-66. The 
monitors -and samplcs shall bc 
ramovccd and tested in accordanc• 
with The guicelincs set forth 
in 10CFR50 A~pcn.-lix H 

to experimentally verify the calcu
lated values of integrated neutron flux 
that are used to determine the NDT7 
for Figure 3.6-I.  

3. When the reactor vessel head bolting 
studs are tightened or lossened. the 
reactor vessel shell temperature imme
diately below the head flange shall he 
permanently recorded.  

C. Coolant Chemistry 

1. a. A sample or reactor coolant shall 
be taken at least every 96 hours 
and analyzed for radioactive io
dines of -13I through 1-135 dur
ing power operation. In addition.  
when chimney monitors indicate 
an increase in radioactive gaseous 
effluents of 25% or 5000 juCi/sec.  
whichever is greater. during 
steady-state reactor operation. a 
reactor coolant sample shall be 
taken and analyzed for radioactive 
iodines.  

b. An isotopic analysis of a ?eactor 
coolant sample shall be made at 
least once per month.  

c. Whenever the steady-state ra
dioiodine concentration of prior 
operation is greater than 1% but 
less

Amendment No. 533.6/4.6-2



QUAD-CITlES 
DPR-29 

1. The reference nil-ductility temperature (RTNDT) for all vessel and adjoining materials.  

2. The relationship between RTNDT and integrated neutron flux (fluence, at energies > Mev), and 

3. The fluence at the location of a postulated flaw.  

The initial RTNDT of the main closure flange, the shell and head materials connecting to these flanges, and 
connecting welds is 10OF. However, the vertical electroslag welds which terminate immediately below the 
vessel flange have an RT.T of 40 0 F. Reference Appendix F to the Dresden FSAR. The closure flanges 
and connecting shell materials are not subject to any appreciable neutron radiation exposure, nor are the 
vertical electroslag seams. The flange area is moderately stressed by tensioning the head bolts. Therefore, as 
is indicated in curves (a) and (b) of Figure 3.6.1, the minimum temperature of the vessel shell immediately 
below the vessel flange is established as 100OF below a pressure of 400 psig. (402F + 60"F, where 40OF is 
the RTNDT of the electroslag weld and 60OF is a conservatism required by the ASME Code). Above approxi
mately 400 psig pressure, the stresses associated with pressurization are more limiting than the bolting stresses, 
a fact that is reflected in the non-linear portion of curves (a) and (b). Curve (c), which defines the tempera
tre limitations for critical core operation, was established per Section IV 2.c. of Appendix G of lOCFRSO.  
Each of the curves, (a), (b) and (c) define temperature limitations for unirradiated ferritic steels. Provision has 
been made for the modification of these curves to account for the change in RTNDT as a result of neutron 
embrittlement.  

The withdrawal schedule in Table 4.6.2 is based on the three 
capsule surveillance prograun. as defined in Scction ll.C.3.a of 
10 CFR 50 Appendix 11. The acccleratcd capsulc (-Near Core Top 
Guide) are not rc.-cired by Appendix i but will be tested to 
provide additional information on the vessel material.  

This surveillance procran conforms to ASTI*-, E 185-73 "Recoim.ended 
Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclenr Reactor Vessels" with 
one e:-ception. The base metal soccL-ncns of the vessel were made 
with their longitudinal a::es parallel to tho principle rolling 
direction of the vessel plate.  

3.6/4.6-9 Amendment No. 53



QUAD-CITIES 
DPR-30

that shown in Figure 3.6-1. Operation 
for hydrostatic or leakage tests, during 
heatup or cooldown, and with the core 
critical sW be conducted only when 
vessel temperature is equal to or above 
that shown in the appropriate curve of 
Figure 3.6.1. Figure 3.6.1 is effective 
through 6 EFPY. At least six months 
prior to 6 EFPY new curves will be 
suhmitted.  

2. The reactor vessel heat bolting studs 
shall not be under tension unless the 
temperature of the vessel shell imme
diately below the vessel flange is 
S100o F.

C Coolant Chemistry 

I. The steady-state radioiodine concen
tration in the reactor coolant shall not 
exceed 5 .Ci of 1- 131 dose equivalent 
per gram of water.

below 220"F and the reactor vessel is 
not vented.  

2. Neutron flux monitors and 
samples shall be installed 
in the reactor vessel adjacent 
to the vessel wall at the core 
midplane level. The monitor 
and sample progrr= shall con
form to AST'4 B: 185-66. The 
monitors and szmiles shall be 
removed and tested in accordance 
with the cuidelincs set forth 
in l0CFR50 Appendix 11 

to experimentally verify the calcu
[ated values of integrated neutron flux 
that are used to determine the NDTT 
for Figure 3.6-I.  

3. When the reactor vessel head bolting 
studs are tightened or lossened. the 
reactor vessel shell temperature imme.  
diately below the head flange shall be 
permanently recorded.  

C." Coolant Chemistry 

1. a. A sample of reactor coolant shall 
be taken at least every 96 hours 
and analyzed for radioactive io
dines of 1-131 through 1-135 dur
ing power operation. In addition.  
when chimney monitors indicate 
an increase in radioactive gaseous 
effluents or 25% or 5000 ,Ci/sec.  
whichever is greater. during 
steady-state reactor operation, a 
reactor coolant sample shall he 
taken and analyzed for radioactive 
iodines.  

b. An isotopic analysis of a reactor 
coolant sample shall be made at 
least once per month.  

c. Whenever the steady-state ra
dioiodine concentration of prior 
operation is greater than 1% but 
less

Amendment No. 503.6/".-2



(LUAD-CITIES 
DPR-30 

1. The reference nil-ductlity temperature (RTNDT) for all vessel and adjoining materials.  

2. The relationship between RTNDT and integrated neutron flux (fluence, at energies >1 Mev), and 

3. The fluence at the location of a postulated flaw.  

The initial RTNDT of the main closure flange, the shell and head materials connecting to these flanges, and con
necting welds is 100F. However, the vertical electroslag weids which terminate immediately below the vessel 
flange have an RTNDT of 400 F. Reference Appendix F to the Dresden FSAR. The closure flanges and con
necting shell materials are not subject to any appreciable neutron radiation exposure, nor are the vertical 
electroslag seams. The flange area is moderately stressed by tensioning the head bolts. Therefore, as is indicated 
in curves (a) and (b) of Figure 3.6.1, the minimum temperature of the vessel shell immediately below the vessel 
flange is established as 100"F below a pressure of 400 psig. (40"F + 60 0 F, where 40*F is the RTNDT of the 
electroslag weld and 60"F is a conservatism required by the ASME Code). Above approximately 400 psig pres
sure, the stresses associated with pressurization are more limiting than the bolting stresses, a fact that is 
reflected in the non4inear portion of curves (a) and (b). Curve (c), which defines the temperature limitations 
for critical core operation,was established per Section IV 2.c of Appendix G of IOCFR50. Each of the curves, 
(a). (b) and (c) define temperature limitations for unirradiated ferritic steels. Provision has been made for the 
modification of these curves to account for the change in RTNDT as a result of neutron embrittlement.  

The withdrawal schedule in Table 4.6.2 is based on the three capsule surveillancc progjram as defined in Section ll.C.3.a of 
10 CFR 50 Appendix H. The accclerated capsule (Near Core Tor Guide) a-e not required by Appendix 11 but will be tested to provide additional information on the vcasel material.  

This surveillance program conforms to ASTA*i E 185-73 "Recommended 
Practice for Surveillance Teats for Nuclear Reactor Vcssels" with one exception. The bar,- metal specincns of thc vessel were made 
with their loni tudinal a::cs =arallel to the principle rolling 
direction of the vessel plate.

3.6/4.6-9 Amendment No. 50
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